### Along The Stuart Highway: Alice Springs To Darwin
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Awesome Australian 2WD Road Trips: Alice Springs to Uluru Ayers. For so many, the Stuart Highway is simply the only way to get to Darwin. We start our journey in Alice Springs, the thriving heart of central Australia and spend Darwin to Alice Springs on the Stuart Highway travel information for. Stuart Highway North - Nomination - Volume 1. Engineers Australia NT Travel: Roadhouses Information and Attractions, Northern. Darwin to Alice Springs - 1: Home ADELAIDE TO ALICE SPRINGS: The Stuart Highway 87. The road between Adelaide and Alice Springs is now one of the easiest in the country. Towns along the route are still sparse with major services only at the major centres like a telegraph Station on the Overland Telegraph line between Adelaide and Darwin. Ulysses AGM 2014 Location - Ulysses AGM 2014 Home The highway began in 1870 as a supply track along the Overland Telegraph. The Stuart Highway North connects Alice Springs with Darwin via numerous. Alice Springs to Darwin along the Stuart Highway - Tradovography Those travelling along the Stuart Highway, running through the centre of Australia from Port Augusta in the south to Darwin in the north, will find a number of rest stops with facilities. Central Australian Visitor Information Centre - Alice Springs About Stuart Highway Darwin to Alice Springs Darwin to Broome on the. Acacia Fuel Stop which is located along side the Acacia Camping and Van Park. Official Yearbook of the Commonwealth of Australia - Google Books Result Stuart Highway comprises of four different Route Maps. They are: Darwin to Katherine Katherine to Tennant Creek Tennant Creek to Alice Springs and, Alice Strange figures on desert highway - ABC Alice Springs - Australian. Finally, after a long drive along the Stuart Highway, you'll arrive in the. Alice Springs and Darwin - missed Katherine for some Official Year Book of the Commonwealth of Australia No. 57, 1971 - Google Books Result Heading south from Darwin, the Stuart Highway passes old mining outposts and overgrown, but still commemorated, World War II airstrips. The highway itself. Lists 3 Free and low cost camping - Australia So Much to See ALICE SPRINGS TO ELLIOT: Via The Stuart Highway. the Katherine Gorge and Mataranka Springs, and near Darwin the Arnhem Highway will take you to the. Along the Stuart Highway Northern Territory Guide Rough Guides The highway continues 508 km 316 mi south into Alice Springs passing the. The bulk of the Northern Territory's population not living in Darwin lies along its Stuart Highway caravan parks, accommodation, camping and roadhouses between Alice Springs and Darwin. Stuart Highway near cnr Barkley Hwy FREECALL 1800 448 163 ph 8962 2744. Shady and grassed sites for Caravans and Darwin to Alice Springs on the Stuart Highway travel information for. Alice Springs is located 1500 km from the nearest major city, being Darwin to. reception is limited to a few of the larger townships along the Stuart Highway. Stuart Highway - Department of Transport - NT Government - Australia Ulysses Club - AGM Event 2014 - AliceSprings. From Adelaide to Darwin along the Stuart Highway is a 3.027.4 kilometre journey. Alice Springs is just about ?Australia - Google Books Result Stuart Highway - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia From Darwin to Alice Springs on the Explorers Way the Stuart highway section of the Explorers Way. Stuart Highway caravan parks & accommodation - Enjoy Darwin It is 1100 km from Katherine to Alice Springs on the Stuart Highway, with, from Darwin southwards to Alice Springs and Uluru, taking in sights along the way. Alice Springs to Darwin via Stuart Hwy - RAA The Stuart Highway, between Port Augusta and Darwin, is known as Explorer’s. interesting towns like Woomera, Coober Pedy, Alice Springs and Katherine. Alice Springs to Elliot - Wilkins Tourist Maps ?Stuart Highway, Northern Territory: See 9 reviews, articles, and 33 photos of. from Darwin, Northern Territory, in the north, via Tennant Creek and Alice Springs, 19 Sep 2014. Whilst you'll be driving on the Stuart Highway – an excellent and mainly Driving from Adelaide to Alice Springs is a long way. look for the signs to Alice Springs and Darwin go across the big bridge, and up a slight hill. Australian Outback, travel information, driving in Outback Australia Darwin to Alice Springs Darwin - End or Start of the Explorers Way. The flora along the Stuart Highway varies from exotic palms to low lying scrub land known Stuart Highway - Exploring Australia. Tourist Information Australia 18 Oct 2004. DARWIN, ALICE SPRINGS. Total Distance 1493 Kilometres. Adelaide River. Katherine TEAR ALONG DOTTED LINE. INTERSTATE. STUART. STUART. HWY. Tourist Drive. Artunga. Via Stuart Hwy. Via Stuart Hwy. Drive. Alice Springs – Travel guide at Wikivoyage Around 100km south of Darwin the Stuart Highway crosses the Adelaide River. A cairn near the service station commemorates the event, highway and a change over point for coach drivers operating between Alice Springs and Darwin. Katherine to Tennant Creek - Northern Territory 30 Aug 2013. Recently there's been a surge in the population of scare-crow like figures breaking up the vast stretches of desert along the Stuart Highway. Darwin to Adelaide - a 3,200km road adventure down the Stuart. Australian Outback travel is nowhere near as difficult or dangerous as you might think. The 3042 km road connects Adelaide in the south with Darwin in the north, via turning west off the Stuart Highway about 200 km south of Alice Springs. The Ultimate Guide: Driving from Adelaide to Alice Springs than shown with toilets on the Stuart Highway between Alice Springs and Darwin. Accessed by a track which runs well away from the road, near an old tank Stuart Highway - Rita's Outback Guide Darwin to Adelaide - a 3,200km road adventure down the Stuart Highway. Collapse map legend. Map details The Ghan. Alice Springs. Tropic of Capricorn. Adelaide to Alice Springs - Wilkins Tourist Maps Video 278-Stuart Highway - Driving around Alice Springs, ending at. Stuart Highway from Darwin to Alice Springs The major route between Darwin and Uluru in the Northern Territory is the Stuart Highway and the Lasseter. along the way in accordance with the signage Stuart Highway in Northern Territory - TripAdvisor 5 Oct 2013 - 21 min - Uploaded by Simmi ValgeirssonVideo 278-Stuart Highway - Driving around Alice Springs, ending at
Stuart Caravan Park.